Rationalizing lead optimization by consensus 2D- CoMFA CoMSIA GRIND (3D) QSAR guided fragment hopping in search of γ-secretase inhibitors.
γ-Secretase (Gamma Secretase) is a potential drug target in Alzheimer's disease therapeutics. A sequel lead design study was undertaken on a series of bicyclononanes with an aim of identifying potent isofunctional chemotypes. Fragment-based bioisosteric replacement, which considers shape, chemistry, and electrostatics was carried out to mine over four million medicinally relevant fragments of Brood database. The resulting subset, thus, obtained was further mined using consensus QSAR developed from 2D and CoMFA, CoMSIA, GRIND (3D) QSAR predicted endpoints with superior statistical results. The employed consensus prediction and the predicted endpoint values were found to be in good agreement with the experimental values. The predictive ability of the generated model was validated using different statistical metrics, and similarity-based coverage estimation was carried out to define applicability boundaries. Few analogs designed, using the concept of bioisosterism, were found to be promising and could be considered for synthesis and subsequent screening.